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REASONS TO UPGRADE
TO A digital TV ANTENNA

These guides will assist you in
completing your antenna installation

WHY UPGRADE TO A

1. digital switch-over & Digital antennas

DIGITAL
TV ANTENNA?

Digital TV channels have shifted with respect to
the traditional analogue channels, changing the
range with which an antenna must perform.
New “Digital” antennas are designed to reflect
this shift; taking out what is not needed, and
maintaining was is required.

2. digital design
Our new designs are matched to the shift in digital TV
broadcast signals in a way which allows for a smaller,
lighter size, offering improved performance with
more precise signal collection and gain.

Cable
Termination

Scan the following
codes for complete
information (PDF)

3. robust Build
Not only have we redesigned for the channel shift,
we have also redesigned the mechanical aspect;
offering a rugged design, with enlarged, reinforced
elements, complemented by a strengthened support
bracket system.

4. sharp finish
In addition to the new electrical and mechanical
properties, we have taken steps to refine the
overall finish of the new antennas, offering an
enduring powder coated finish for all elements
and boom, UV stabilised, hard wearing plastics,
and an integrated weatherproof balun design.

5. research and design
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Our R&D lab, located in Melbourne, Australia,
includes a fully functioning anechoic test chamber.
This has allowed us to refine the capabilities of the
new design, give us the capacity for more stringent
quality control practices and allowing you to take
advantage of the switch to digital broadcasting.

Antenna
Installation
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improving antenna Performance
1. Digital

Designed For Digital Reception
Meets the demands of digital TV
reception with more precise gain
transfer while rejecting all
unwanted noise

2. POWDER COATED

Elements
All elements are powder coated
aluminium with hard wearing,
refined finish for enduring
environmental extremes

3. heavy duty

» Antenna Range

Bracket Construction

Robust, heavy duty bracket
design for extended life
and improved durability

All elements
are reinforced at
the pivot point for
superior strength and
enhanced ‘sag’ prevention

DIGITAL HD
TV Antenna

Designed for digital
TV reception
Receives all 3D TV
broadcast signals
Receives full high
definition TV
broadcasts, for
a perfect picture
Will receive DAB+
digital radio signals,
for clear, perfect
sound
VHF
UHF
CHANNELS 6 - 12

4. Weather Proof
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5. machine pressed

Balun Design
Front Elements
Balun includes a weather proof design,
Front elements have been machine pressed
preventing a build up of corrosion and grime
into the boom for sturdiness
thus preventing the usual decline in
connection of the balun over time
Enlarged element
diameter for tough,
hard wearing durability

State-of-the-art

Integrated balun design
for tight and secure
connection

Strengthened
integrated element
design

PRIME RECEPTION

AA1100

MEDIUM RECEPTION

AA1200

FRINGE RECEPTION

AA1300

CHANNELS 28 - 38

» Reception Areas
Your antenna selection
is determined by the
type and distance to
the local transmitter.
These regions are
defined by Prime,
Medium or Fringe,
shown as green, yellow
and red respectively.
Refer to your local
store map.

TRANSMITTER

PRIME

MEDIUM

FRINGE

Testing Equipment
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